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Introduction
Perfect Line is a special high quality product line that is characterised by a guaranteed high quality and a very attractive 

price. This product line is intended for use in activities where the client expects a low price and the highest quality. Perfect 

Line offers a wide range of paint and non-paint products, for repairing cars as well as for heavy transport and industrial 

projects. 

In recent years, Perfect Line has put together a range of products that contribute to an excellent end result. Through close 

cooperation with the business community and by closely following developments and applications within the sector, a 

product line has been created with a high practice-oriented value. The preconditions must be perfect in order to be able to 

produce an excellent end result: The right abrasives, tape that is easy to use or the ideal foil. It makes work a lot easier and 

increases work performance within your company.

For more information, please call +31(0)857441118, visit the website www.perfectline.eu or contact us at 

info@perfectline.eu.
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Perfect Line products are linked to a category with a corresponding colour. This is very clearly reflected in the labelling.

Retail
Some Perfect Line products have a retail logo, as shown on the right. This means that the products in question 

are specifically intended for the retail and do-it-yourself market.
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Cleaners & Degreasers

Degreaser M600

Fat and wax are the greatest enemies of coat. This interferes with the adhesion and/or 

disrupts the way the coat flows (craters). Therefore, before sanding and coating, the surface 

should be thoroughly cleaned. This degreaser has been developed for the removal of heavy 

contamination. This product can be used during the preparation (= cleaning of a surface). 

After thorough cleaning, the surface is also easier to sand.

Water-based degreasing and cleaning product suitable for all surfaces. Fully water-based 

and suitable for use with conventional and water-based coat systems. Anti-static effect and 

harmless to health and the environment.

This is a very powerful, toluene-free thinner. This product can be used universally for cleaning 

various water-based and solvent-based coatings. This Perfect Line Premium Thinner is ideal 

for the car body repair sector where high demands are placed on the cleaning of spray 

guns. Please note that this thinner is not suitable as a degreaser.

Item number(s)
5L can

Item number(s)
25L can

Aqua Degreaser

Premium Thinner Toluene free

PL.AQUADEGR (108034)

PL.PTH.25 (100224)

Item number(s)
5L tin

1L tin

PL.M600.5 (108035)

PL.M600.1 (108851)
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Cleaners & Degreasers

Thinner A

Perfect Line Thinner A is a high-quality thinner consisting of pure aromatics and ketones. This 

product can be used in the car body repair and heavy transport sector, where high demands 

are made on the cleaning of spray guns. Only for cleaning solvent-based synthetic, epoxy, 

acrylic, polyester and nitrocellulose coatings.

A pure rinse thinner consisting of aromatics and ketones. The Perfect Line Cleaning thinner 

can be used as a (pre)cleaner in the car body repair and heavy transport sector. This thinner 

is ideal for cleaning spray guns, hoses and airless pumps. Only for cleaning solvent-based 

synthetic, epoxy, acrylic, polyester and nitrocellulose coatings.

A very powerful epoxy thinner that consists of a balanced composition. The Perfect Line 

Epoxy Thinner can be used in the heavy transport and industrial sector and can be used to 

dilute Epoxy Primer. Also suitable for cleaning spray guns, hoses and airless pumps.

Item number(s)
25L can

Item number(s)
25L can

Item number(s)
25L can

Cleaning Thinner

Epoxy Thinner

PL.THA.25 (108681)

PL.SPTH.25 (108680)

PL.9007 (112700)
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Cleaners & Degreasers

Metal Conditioner

The Perfect Line Metal Conditioner is a ready-to-use product for cleaning and degreasing 

metal surfaces. This product also has a passivating effect, which gives better paint adhesion 

and corrosion protection. All metals that are contaminated with oil, grease and dust can 

be cleaned with the Metal Conditioner. Can be used on metals such as HDG, (anodised) 

aluminium, steel, galvanised steel, stainless steel or aluzinc.

Item number(s)
25L can

5L can

PL.MTCD.25 (115889)

PL.MTCD.5 (115888)
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Putties

2K Polysurfacer

Perfect Line 2K Polysurfacer is a polyester spray filler, specially developed for professional 

use in filler work. The product is easy to sand, fast drying and has good filling properties. 

High layer thicknesses can be built up without the risk of sagging. Fills both small and 

large irregularities in the surface. Without pore formation. This product can be applied on 

bare sheet metal (steel) and on almost all hardened car coatings. Cannot be applied to 

thermoplastic and/or nitrocellulose coatings. For galvanised parts it is necessary to apply 

a 2K epoxy primer as an insulation layer. It must be fully hardened and sanded before the 

treatment is continued. Perfect Line 2K Polysurfacer must be covered with the correct primer 

(recommended: Perfect Line HS Primer) before finishing. This prevents possible problems 

such as blistering, etc.

Item number(s)
1,5 kg tin 141.861 (100267)      This includes hardener

Ultra Light Putty

Ultra lightweight polyester filler for filling deep imperfections and dents on the chassis of 

cars, trucks, buses and trains. Product with optimum sanding properties and excellent 

filling properties. This filler has up to 40% higher efficiency compared to the traditional filler. 

Completely surface dry. Suitable for all metal surfaces, wood and polyester laminates.

Item number(s)
1,6 kg pattern

1,7 kg tin

145.313 (104728)      This includes hardener

145.314 (100204)      This includes hardener

Universal adhesive polyester putty. Adheres to galvanised sheet steel, tin-plated surfaces 

and to aluminium and steel surfaces. High filling power, easy to spread and without pore 

formation. Very easy to sand. This product can be used universally as a filler and fine putty.

Item number(s)
2,0 kg pattern 

2,3 kg tin

Universal Putty

141.732 (100322)      This includes hardener

141.731 (100202)      This includes hardener
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Putties

The Perfect Line Plastic Putty Black, made of unsaturated polyester resin, is easy to apply 

with a putty knife on clean, dry and stainless surfaces. The product is easy to process, 

consistent, adheres well to plastic, steel surfaces and galvanized sheet steel, has an 

excellent finish and is also easy to sand. This black putty has a built-in control layer: places 

that remain black after sanding are not sufficiently filled.

Item number(s)
2,0 kg blik

Plastic Putty Black

Universal polyester putty with low density. This product is easy to use, consistent, has strong 

adhesive properties, excellent finish and is also excellent for sanding. Adheres to fibreglass, 

galvanised sheet steel, tin-plated surfaces and aluminium and steel surfaces.

Item number(s)
1,6 kg blik

Plus Putty

146.757 (100246)      Dit is inclusief verharder

146.760 (108942)      Dit is inclusief verharder
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Hardener

Hardener

Primers

1K Spotprimer

Fast drying 1K primer based on polyvinyl-butyral resin. Can be used for treated and untreated 

surfaces of steel, aluminium and galvanised steel. Suitable as a pre-treatment for finishing 

with 1K and 2K acrylic coatings, alkyd resin coatings and water-based coatings. This product 

has a high solid content, high coverage and filling power, good corrosion resistance, high 

efficiency, is fast drying, easy to sand (both wet and dry) and gives a professional result.

This high solid primer is a 2K product and is made with 

Perfect Line HS Primer Activator. It is a high-fill primer of 

excellent quality, dries quickly and is easy to sand. To be 

applied on metal, polyester filler and existing coatings. 

For bare metal, aluminium or galvanised parts, it is 

necessary to first apply an etch or epoxy primer.

A high quality and air drying 2 component primer, suitable 

for both small and large repairs. The primer is fast drying 

(air drying and forced drying possible) and very easy 

to sand. To be applied on polyester filler and existing 

coatings. For bare metal, aluminium or galvanised parts, 

it is necessary to first apply an etch or epoxy primer.

Item number(s)
400 ml aerosol spray can white

400 ml aerosol spray can light grey

400 ml aerosol spray can medium grey

400 ml aerosol spray can dark grey

400 ml aerosol spray can black

Item number(s)
4L tin light grey

4L tin medium grey

4L tin dark grey

1L tin light grey

1L tin dark grey

Item number(s)
4L tin white

4L tin black

HS Primer

Quick Start Primer

Mixing ratios

Mixing ratios

HS Primer Activator

PL.SP.VS1 (107825)

PL.SP.VS2 (101032)

PL.SP.VS4 (101033)

PL.SP.VS6 (101034)

PL.SP.VS7 (107826)

PL.PR.VS2 (108031)

PL.PR.VS4 (108032)

PL.PR.VS6 (108033)

PL.PR.VS2.1 (108431)

PL.PR.VS6.1 (108430)

PL.QSPR.VS1 (115433)

PL.QSPR.VS7 (115148)

Uni Thinner 

Uni Thinner 

5

Quick Start Primer
Activator

or

Uni Thinner SlowB

Uni Thinner SlowB

4

Thinner(s)

or

Thinner(s)
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Primers

1K HB ZFF Coating

Corrosion-resistant fast drying high build coating for blasted steel based on a specially 

modified alkyd resin and pigmented with high quality pigments and fillers. Contains less 

than 400 grams of solvent per litre and thus complies with the VOC directive. The product 

is fast drying, has excellent corrosion resistance, high layer thickness range, high filling 

power and has excellent waterproofing properties. This product can be used as primer / 

coating and as topcoat on metal surfaces, for example for chassis, containers, agricultural 

machinery and other industrial applications. Please note that the Perfect Line 1K HB ZFF 

Coating 90% gloss does not have any corrosive properties. It is therefore not intended for 

direct use on metal substrates. To do this, a primer must be applied first.

Item number(s)
20L tin on colour silk matt

20L tin on colour 70% gloss

20L tin on colour 90% gloss

GM.KPC.2130.20 (62004216)

GM.KPC.2136.20 (62004217)

GM.KPC.2138.20 (62004393)
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Clear Coats

VOC Clear Coat

This Perfect Line VOC Clear Coat is completely 

transparent and does not yellow. This product is very 

easy to apply and has a high full gloss. Applicable for 

all repairs in the passenger and commercial vehicle 

industry. This product complies with the VOC Directive: 

< 420 gram

Perfect Line Economic VOC Clear Coat is a multi-

purpose clear coat that can be used for a wide range of 

body parts. This product has perfect curing, high convex 

gloss and optimal protection against weather conditions.

Item number(s)
5L tin

1L tin

Item number(s)
1L tin

Item number(s)
5L tin

Quick Start Clear Coat

Economic VOC Clear Coat

Mixing ratios

VOC Activator

VOC Activator Fast

Uni Thinner

or

Uni Thinner Slow

PL.VOC.CC (100187)

PL.VOC.CC.1 (100193)

PL.QS.CC.1 (113667)

PL.ECO.CC.5 (111092)

Hardener(s)

E
Economic VOC
Activator

Economic VOC
Activator Slow

Mixing ratios

Hardener(s)

s
lo

w

B

Uni Thinner

Uni Thinner SlowB

The Quick Start Clear Coat is a 2K clear coat that can be 

used on various surfaces in the car body repair sector. 

The Quick Start Clear Coat is fast drying (air drying and 

forced drying possible). This product is completely 

transparent and does not yellow. It is very easy to 

apply and has a nice convex shine. This product is also 

highly resistant to scratches, sunlight and atmospheric 

influences. The product already dries in a room with a 

temperature of only 18 - 20°C and is therefore energy 

saving.

Quick Start 
Activator

Quick Start
Activator Slow

Mixing ratios

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

Uni Thinner SlowB

Q

s
lo

wQ

Thinner(s)

or

Thinner(s)

or

Thinner(s)
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Clear Coats

MS Clear Coat

This is a Perfect Line medium solid clear coat. This clear 

coat is completely transparent and does not yellow. Also 

very easy to apply and has a high full gloss. This product 

is specially designed for the retail and do-it-yourself 

market.

Item number(s)
1L tin

500 ml tin

Mixing ratios

MS Activator

PL.MS.CC.1 (108428)

PL.MS.CC.05 (100268)

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

Uni Thinner SlowB

or

Thinner(s)
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Coatings

2K PU Topcoat High Gloss

Futurewheel Chrome Coat

2-component polyurethane spray coat for trucks, buses 

and light commercial vehicles as well as other industrial 

applications. Is easy to apply, gives excellent coverage 

and is of very high quality.

Highly brilliant 1K chrome-based coat. With the Perfect Line Futurewheel Chrome Coat, it 

is easy to repaint rims as a spot repair or to repaint in case of a partial repair, for example.

Item number(s)
1L tin is custom coloured

Other quantities on request

Item number(s)
1L tin

PL.2KPU.1 (62004340)

PL.CHROOM (232026)

Mixing ratios

2K PU Activator
High Solid

2K PU Activator

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

Uni Thinner SlowB

or

Thinner(s)
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Hardeners

VOC Activator Fast

Item number(s)
2,5L tin

1L tin

Item number(s)
2,5L tin

1L tin

VOC Activator

Icon for recognition

PL.VOC.ACF (100189)

PL.VOC.ACF.1 (100195)

Icon for recognitionHardener included in the Perfect Line VOC Clear Coat. 

There are two types of hardeners for the clear coat 

mentioned. This is the standard version. 

PL.VOC.AC (100188)

PL.VOC.AC.1 (100194)

Hardener included in the Perfect Line VOC Clear Coat. 

There are two types of hardeners for the clear coat 

mentioned. This is the fast version.

This high solid hardener is used in combination with the 

Perfect Line HS Primer.

Item number(s)
1L tin

250 ml tin

HS Primer Activator

PL.PR.AC (108040)

PL.PR.AC.025 (108432)

Icon for recognition
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Hardeners

Economic VOC Activator

The Economic VOC Activator goes with the Perfect 

Line Economic VOC Clear Coat. There are two types 

of hardeners available for the clear coat. This is the 

standard version.

The Economic VOC Activator Slow goes with the Perfect 

Line Economic VOC Clear Coat. There are two types of 

hardeners available for the clear coat. This is the slow 

version.

Item number(s)
2,5L tin

Item number(s)
2,5L tin

Economic VOC Activator Slow

Icon for recognition

PL.ECO.AC (111093)

PL.ECO.ACS (112268)

Icon for recognition

The Perfect Line Quick Start Primer Activator is the 

hardener that goes with the Quick Start Primer. 

Item number(s)
1L tin

Quick Start Primer Activator

PL.QSPR.AC.1 (115149)

Icon for recognition

E
s
lo

w

4
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Hardeners

This hardener is used in combination with the Perfect Line 

Quick Start Clear Coat. There are two types of hardeners 

available for the clear coat. This is the standard version.

Item number(s)
1L tin

Quick Start Activator

PL.QS.AC (113668)

Icon for recognition

Q

This is a medium solid hardener and is used in 

combination with the Perfect Line MS Clear Coat.

Item number(s)
500 ml tin

250 ml tin

MS Activator

PL.MS.AC.05 (108429)

PL.MS.AC.025 (100269)

Icon for recognition

This hardener is used in combination with the Perfect 

Line Quick Start Clear Coat. There are two types of 

hardeners available for the clear coat. This is the slow 

version.

Item number(s)
1L tin

Quick Start Activator Slow

PL.QS.ACS (115147)

Icon for recognition

s
lo

wQ
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Hardeners

2K PU Activator

This hardener is available in two versions and goes with 

the Perfect Line 2K PU Topcoat High Gloss. This is the 

standard version.

Item number(s)
5L tin

1L tin

PL.2KPU.VH.5 (108043)

PL.2KPU.VH.1 (108044)

This hardener is available in two versions and goes with 

the Perfect Line 2K PU Topcoat High Gloss. This is the 

high solid variant. This gives a better coverage and a 

higher shine.

Item number(s)
5L tin

2K PU Activator High Solid

PL.2KPU.VHHS.5 (108501)

Icon for recognition

Icon for recognition
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Thinners

Uni Thinner

Uni Thinner Slow

Universally applicable thinner for Perfect Line products, 

such as primers, base coatings, clear coatings, 1K and 

2K coatings. The thinner gives optimal flow results to 

the coat when applied between 18 °C and 25 °C. The 

Perfect Line Uni Thinner has a high dissolving power. 

This product is suitable for use in the car body repair 

and heavy transport sector, mechanical engineering, 

contract spraying and industry. The Perfect Line Uni 

Thinner is available in two versions. This version is the 

standard version.

Universally applicable slow thinner for Perfect Line 

products, such as primers, base coatings, clear 

coatings, 1K and 2K coatings. The thinner gives 

optimal flow results to the coat when applied above 

25 °C. The Perfect Line Uni Thinner Slow has a high 

dissolving power and has been specially developed 

for large objects. This product is suitable for use in the 

car body repair and heavy transport sector, mechanical 

engineering, contract spraying and industry. The Perfect 

Line Uni Thinner is available in two versions. This is the 

slow version.

Item number(s)
5L tin

1L tin

Item number(s)
5L tin

1L tin

Icon for recognition

Icon for recognition

PL.UNI.5 (108039)

PL.UNI.1 (100190)

PL.UNI.TR.5 (112472) 

PL.UNI.TR.1 (108565)

Fade Out Thinner

The Fade Out Thinner is universally applicable as a spray 

thinner in all 2K coatings and clear coats of Perfect Line.

Item number(s)
1L tin PL.USV.01 (107319)

Icon for recognition
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Non-Paint

Economic Velcro Discs

High-quality, self-adhesive Perfect Line sanding discs (150 mm) with 21 holes for excellent 

dust extraction. Open coat, reducing the time it takes for the drive to fill up. For sanding old 

paint and coating layers, wood and metal. Also available in the finer range.

High-quality Perfect Line support pads (150 mm) with 21 holes for excellent dust extraction. 

To be used in combination with the Perfect Line Economic Velcro Discs. These pads provide 

better contact with the substrate and prevent sanding of sides and edges. Available in two 

versions: Soft & Medium.

Item number(s)
Disc P80

Disc P120

Disc P150

Disc P180

Disc P220

Disc P240

Disc P280

Item number(s)
Velcro Pad Soft

Velcro Pad Medium

Velcro Pads

PL.VP.S (100138)

PL.VP.M (100137)

Disc P320

Disc P360

Disc P400

Disc P500

Disc P600

Disc P800

Disc P1000

PL.EVD.320 (100125)

PL.EVD.360 (100126)

PL.EVD.400 (100127)

PL.EVD.500 (100128)

PL.EVD.600 (100129)

PL.EVD.800 (100130)

PL.EVD.1000 (100131)

PL.EVD.80 (100118)

PL.EVD.120 (100119)

PL.EVD.150 (100120)

PL.EVD.180 (100121)

PL.EVD.220 (100122)

PL.EVD.240 (100123)

PL.EVD.280 (100124)

Premium Velcro Discs Multihole

The Perfect Line Premium Velcro Discs Multihole (150mm) are abrasive discs with aluminum 

oxide grains (semi-open coat), making the discs strong and durable. Can be used for 

mechanical sanding during all phases of the repair process. High sanding power. Use 

support pads (advice: Perfect Line Velcro Pads with 75 holes).

Item number(s)
Disc P80

Disc P120

Disc P150

Disc P180

Disc P220

Disc P240

Disc P280 

Disc P320

Disc P400

Disc P500

Disc P600

Disc P800

PL.PVD.280 (115487) 

PL.PVD.320 (115488)

PL.PVD.400 (115490)

PL.PVD.500 (115491)

PL.PVD.600 (115492)

PL.PVD.800 (115493)

PL.PVD.80 (115481)

PL.PVD.120 (115482)

PL.PVD.150 (115483)

PL.PVD.180 (115484)

PL.PVD.220 (115485)

PL.PVD.240 (115486)
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The Perfect Line Softback is an abrasive with a foam back on a roll. The rolls measure 115 

mm x 25 m (W x L) and are packed in a box. Softback is ideal for sanding edges, frames and 

delicate corners. The abrasive is of high quality and very flexible. It is available in as many as 

eight varieties: ranging from P180 to P1000.

Softback

Item number(s)
Roll P180

Roll P240

Roll P320

Roll P400

Roll P500

Roll P600

Roll P800

Roll P1000

PL.SOFT.180 (111792)

PL.SOFT.240 (111793)

PL.SOFT.320 (111794)

PL.SOFT.400 (111795)

PL.SOFT.500 (111796)

PL.SOFT.600 (111797)

PL.SOFT.800 (111798)

PL.SOFT.1000 (111799)

Non-Paint

SB Abrasives

The Perfect Line SB Abrasive is a non-woven abrasive on a roll. There are two varieties 

available: SB Abrasive Very Fine (red, P320) and SB Abrasive Ultra Fine (grey, P600). The 

rolls measure 100 mm x 10 m (W x L) and are packed in a box. This keeps the roll dust-free 

in the workspace. This abrasive can be used both wet and dry to roughen various surfaces 

by hand. Because the Perfect Line SB Abrasive is made of flexible material, it follows the 

shape of the object to be treated.

Item number(s)
Roll, Very Fine (Red)

Roll, Ultra Fine (Grey)

PL.SBA.VF (100136)

PL.SBA.UF (100135)

High quality support pads (150 mm) with 75 holes, allowing for more volume and speed of 

air which ensures better dust removal from the work surface and the air. Both the sanded 

surface and the sanding material itself are continuously cooled. The pads provide better 

contact with the substrate and prevent sanding of sides and edges. To be used with both the 

Economic Velcro Discs as the Premium Velcro Discs. The pads are available in two versions: 

Soft & Medium.

Item number(s)
Velcro Pad 75G Soft

Velcro Pad 75G Medium

Velcro Pads 75G

PL.VP75.S (115579)

PL.VP75.M (115578)
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Parking Sensor Covers

Perfect Line Masking Paper has excellent absorbent and protective properties that make 

the coat stick to the masking paper. The paper is recycled, making it sustainable and 

environmentally friendly. There is 300 metres on a roll.

Item number(s)
Roll 21 cm x 300 m

Roll 28 cm x 300 m

Roll 37,5 cm x 300 m

Roll 60 cm x 300 m

Roll 90 cm x 300 m

Roll 120 cm x 300 m

Roll 150 cm x 300 m

Masking Paper

PL.MP.21 (237938)

PL.MP.28 (233269)

PL.MP.37 (237939)

PL.MP.60 (237940)

PL.MP.90 (237941)

PL.MP.120 (237950)

PL.MP.150 (103104)

Stickers (diameter 18 mm) specially designed for masking parking sensors. This means 

that in most cases it is no longer necessary to remove the bumper to remove the sensors. 

The stickers are easy to apply and remove, partly due to the ‘Easy Grip’. These Perfect 

Line Parking Sensor Covers are also sandable and re-sprayable. Suitable for almost all car 

models. These stickers are resistant up to a temperature of 220°C.

Item number(s)
Box with 500 stickers (18 mm) PL.PA (100181)

Non-Paint

HDPE Spraymask

Green, transparent, non-sprayable Perfect Line foil (HDPE), specifically for protecting body 

parts against spray drift. The foil measures 3,8 x 300 m.

Item number(s)
HDPE Foil Green (3,8 x 300 m) PL.HDPE.300 (106194)
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Non-Paint

High quality Perfect Line re-sprayable Foils in different sizes for various applications. These 

films are static and adhere to the surface to be covered. The special coating ensures that 

the coat remains attached to the foil, so that no paint droplets / paint flakes can end up on 

the coated surface.

Item number(s)
Re-sprayable foil Transparent (6 x 100 m)

Re-sprayable foil Transparent (5 x 120 m)

Re-sprayable foil White (4 x 150 m)

Re-sprayable foil Transparent (4 x 300 m)

Item number(s)
Breathable, re-sprayable foil Yellow (4 x 300 m)

Breathable, re-sprayable foil Blue (2 x 500 m)

Spraymask

PL.OF.100 (106195)

PL.OF.120 (107802)

PL.OF.150 (106196)

PL.OF.300 (100201)

PL.OF.DD.300 (100203)

PL.OF.DD.500 (100231)

High-quality re-sprayable Perfect Line films in different sizes for various applications. These 

films are static and adhere to the surface to be covered. The special coating ensures that 

the coat remains attached to the foil, so that no paint droplets / paint flakes can end up on 

the coated surface. An additional feature of these films is their good vapour permeability.

Breathable Spraymask

T-Foam Tape

Perfect Line T-Foam Tape is indispensable for smart and fast masking. The T-shaped tape 

can be easily inserted into door rabbets, the boot lid and bonnet slots. The special shape 

of the tape creates a very low coat edge after spraying. In addition, the tape stops dust and 

dirt.

Item number(s)
25 mm roll PL.TFOAM (112551)
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Non-Paint

Premium Masking Tapes

High-quality masking tape in 3 different widths: 18, 36 and 48 mm. The tapes can be 

recognised by the green labels on the boxes and the green cores with Perfect Line logos. 

50 metres of tape per roll.

Item number(s)
18 mm rolls

36 mm rolls

PL.ET.18 (108970) = box 48 rolls

PL.ET.36 (108972) = box 24 rolls

Excellent quality Perfect Line masking tape, available in 5 different widths: 18, 25, 36, 48 and 

75 mm. The Perfect Line Premium Masking Tapes are recognisable by the blue labels on the 

boxes and the blue cores with Perfect Line logos. 50 meters of tape per roll.

Item number(s)
18 mm rolls

36 mm rolls

48 mm rolls

Value Masking Tapes

PL.VT.18 (108958) = box 48 rolls

PL.VT.36 (108959) = box 24 rolls

PL.VT.48 (115554) = box 24 rolls

Good quality masking tape, recognisable by the red labels on the boxes and the red cores 

with Perfect Line logos. This tape can be ordered in 2 different widths: 16 and 36 mm. 50 

metres of tape per roll.

Economic Masking Tapes

Item number(s)
18 mm rolls

25 mm rolls

36 mm rolls

48 mm rolls

75 mm rolls

PL.PT.18 (108956) = box 48 rolls

PL.PT.25 (108975) = box 36 rolls

PL.PT.36 (108957) = box 24 rolls

PL.PT.48 (108911) = box 24 rolls

PL.PT.75 (108912) = box 16 rolls
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Non-Paint

Rice Masking Tapes

High-quality masking tape with special impregnation to prevent coat from bleeding through. 

This tape can be removed without leaving any glue residue. No markings in fresh coat. The 

tape is available in 3 different widths: 19, 38 and 50 mm. 50 metres of tape per roll.

Excellent waterproof masking tape and therefore very suitable for water-based as well as 2K 

car (repair) coatings. Available in 3 different widths: 19, 38 and 50 mm. 50 metres of tape 

per roll.

Item number(s)
19 mm roll

38 mm roll

50 mm roll

Item number(s)
19 mm rolls

38 mm rolls

50 mm rolls

Premium Waterproof Masking Tapes

PL.RT.19 (108047) = per roll

PL.RT.38 (108048) = per roll

PL.RT.50 (108049) = per roll

PL.WPT.19 (115571) = doos 48 rollen

PL.WPT.38 (115572) = doos 24 rollen

PL.WPT.50 (115555) = doos 24 rollen

Perfect Line silver-coloured linen adhesive tape with a high adhesive strength. Highly 

resistant to water and moisture. Available in 3 different widths: 25, 50 and 55. The 50 mm roll 

is available in silver and black. 50 metres of tape per roll.

Item number(s)
25 mm roll grey

50 mm roll grey

55 mm roll grey

50 mm roll black

Duct Tapes

PL.DUCT25 (100177) = per roll

PL.DUCT50 (100178) = per rolll

PL.DUCT55 (100179) = per roll

PL.DUCT50.ZW (115551) = per roll
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Non-Paint

Mixing Cups

The Perfect Line Mixing Cups are suitable for various systems. The mixing cups are lockable 

and the flat bottom makes them easy to stack. The cups are solvent resistant, antistatic and 

have accurate mixing ratios. Lids are available separately.

Item number(s)
350 ml mixing cup

700 ml mixing cup

1400 ml mixing cup

2300 ml mixing cup

PL.MC.350 (232264)

PL.MC.700 (229506)

PL.MC.1400 (229507)

PL.MC.2300 (229720)

Mixing Cup Covers

Lids to close the Perfect Line Mixing Cups and protect the contents from dirt and dust. The 

lids are very easy to apply and close perfectly. Packed in a box per 100 pieces.

Item number(s)
350 ml mixing cup cover

700 ml mixing cup cover

1400 ml mixing cup coverl

2300 ml mixing cup coverl

PL.MCC.350 (232265) = box 100 pieces

PL.MCC.700 (232262) = box 100 pieces

PL.MCC.1400 (232260) = box 100 pieces

PL.MCC.2300 (100219) = box 100 pieces

The Paint Cup System is the ideal system for preparing and spraying coatings. The paint is 

mixed in the inner cup and can then be placed with an outer cup on a spray gun. It’s easy, 

fast, saves material & time and keeps the outer cup clean. Each box consists of 50 inner 

cups, 50 lids, 25 caps and 1 outer cup. The outer cup can be ordered separately.

Item number(s)
300 ml inner cup 125µ

600 ml inner cup 125µ

300 ml outer cup

600 ml outer cup

Paint Cup System

PL.PCS.300 (112194)

PL.PCS.600 (112195)

PL.PCS.OC.300 (112397)

PL.PCS.OC.600 (112504)

UK

0,300L

FR

0,600L

UK

FR
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Non-Paint

Paint Strainers

Universal disposable paint sieves for fibre-free sieving of both water-based and conventional 

(car) coatings. Choice of 2 different versions: 125 micron (for water-based paints) and 190 

micron (for conventional paints).

Item number(s)
Tube (125 pieces) Paint Sieves Superfine Blue (125 micron) 

Tube (125 pieces) Paint Sieves Fine Yellow (190 micron)

PL.VZ.125 (100172)

PL.VZ.190 (100173)

These plastic Perfect Line Stirrers are for stirring coatings. Per 1000 pieces packed in a box. 

The stirrers have rounded corners on one side that prevent inner cups from becoming easily 

damaged.

Touch up pens of 20 ml with a brush for storing prepared coat. The pens have a ball bearing 

for optimal mixing. Suitable for both water-based and conventional coatings. Includes blank 

labels and caps. The pens are clearly arranged in a box.

Paint Stirrers

Touch Up Bottles

Item number(s)
Box with 100 Touch Up Bottles (20 ml) PL.BTF (100170)

Item number(s)
Box with 1000 stirrers (plastic) PL.ROERDERS (100232)
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Universal mixing tips for 2K adhesives.

Item number(s)
Bag (12 pieces) PL.MT (112462)

Mixertips

Non-Paint

Booth Coating

The Perfect Line Booth Coating is an adhesive coat that can be applied to the walls of the 

spray booth by means of a spray gun, brush or paint roller. The Booth Coating allows dirt 

and dust to adhere to the surface, keeping the spray booth clean. The adhesive is soluble 

in (hot) water, is easy to remove and contains no silicone.

Item number(s)
20L can PL.BC.20 (240395)

Perfect Line Dust Control is a silicone-free, water-based liquid that can be applied by means 

of a pressure sprayer and is only suitable for use on the floor. The Dust Control retains dirt 

and spray to keep it low to the ground and prevent it from swirling around. This keeps the 

spray booth clean and as good as new. Perfect Line Dust Control is biodegradable and 

therefore harmless to the environment.

Item number(s)
5L can

Dust Control

PL.DC.5 (103026)
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PL.SO.PR.56 (115960)

PL.SO.PR.58 (115961)

PL.SO.PR.60 (115962)

PL.SO.PR.62 (115963)

Size 56

Size 58

Size 60

Size 62

Non-Paint

Premium Spray Overall

The Perfect Line Premium Spray Overall offers maximum freedom of movement and optimal 

wearing comfort during the day, is made of breathable material and fits well. With a concealed 

zipper and non-transparent material, the overalls have a representative appearance. The 

Spray Overall has an anti-static coating and is 100% dust, lint and silicone free. Available in 

8 different sizes in the colour grey.

Item number(s)
Size 48

Size 50

Size 52

Size 54

PL.SO.PR.48 (115956)

PL.SO.PR.50 (115957)

PL.SO.PR.52 (115958)

PL.SO.PR.54 (115959)

Economic Spray Overall

The Perfect Line Spray Overall Economic is 100% dust, lint and silicone free and has an anti-

static coating. The overall is lightweight and washable at a low temperature. Fits well thanks 

to the elasticated cuffs in the sleeves, trouser legs and the elasticated waistband. The hood 

has drawstrings. The double zip is a high quality YKK block tooth zip no. 5. Available in 7 

different sizes in the colour white.

Item number(s)
Size 50

Size 52

Size 54

Size 56

PL.SO.EC.50 (100239)

PL.SO.EC.52 (100240)

PL.SO.EC.54 (100241)

PL.SO.EC.56 (100242)

Size 58

Size 60

Size 62

PL.SO.EC.58 (100243)

PL.SO.EC.60 (100244)

PL.SO.EC.62 (100245)

A high quality ribbed cloth to catch dust particles of 86 mm x 91 mm. The Perect Line Tack 

Rag is slightly sticky and removes all blemishes on the surface to be coated for an even 

result. Rub gently.

Item number(s)
1 cloth PL.UN.01 (106147)

Tack Rag
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Non-Paint

Premium Paper

Value Paper

Perfect Line Premium Paper is 3-layer industrial paper on a roll measuring 37 cm x 380 m. 

Made of 100% cellulose with starch bonding. One roll contains 1000 pre-punched sheets 

and is therefore easy to tear off. Lint-free. Blue according to the HACCP standard.

Item number(s)
1 roll 3-layer cellulose, glued PL.IP.PR (108962)

3-layer Value Paper made of 100% recycled fibres with starch bonding. Packed per roll 

measuring 37 cm x 400 m and 1000 pre-perforated sheets. Perfect Line Value Paper is lint-

free and has a high tensile strength and absorption capacity. Easy to tear off from the roll. 

Blue according to the HACCP standard.

Item number(s)
1 roll 3-layer recycled fibres, glued PL.IP.VL (108963)

Pump Spray

The Perfect Line Pump fluid sprayer can be used to spray different liquids. Suitable for both 

water-based and solvent-based degreasers. The pump capacity is 1 litre. Recommendation: 

Perfect Line Degreaser M600 / Perfect Line Aqua Degreaser.

Item number(s)
1L Pump Spray PL.POMP (100171)
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Non-Paint

1-layer industrial paper made of 100% high-quality cellulose. Packed per roll measuring 37 

cm x 1180 m. The cleaning paper is very soft and lint-free. Perfect Line Industry Paper has a 

high absorption rate. Easy to tear off for use.

Item number(s)
1 roll 1-layer cellulose PL. IP (108030)

The Perfect Line Economic Paper is 1-layer industrial paper on a roll measuring 25 cm x 700 

m. Made of 100% recycled fibres. These polishing cloths are very soft, lint-free and have a 

high absorption capacity. Packed per two rolls.

Item number(s)
2 rolls 1-layer recycled fibres PL.IP.EC.2 (108967)

Industrial Paper

Economic Paper

The Perfect Line Classic Cleaning Cloths measure 32 x 38 cm per sheet and are used for 

cleaning surfaces and body parts, among other things. One roll contains 500 pre-perforated 

cloths and is therefore easy to tear off. The cloths are strong, soft, lint-free and absorb 

synthetic liquids very well. These cleaning cloths are only used in combination with solvent-

based degreasers. Recommendation: Perfect Line Degreaser M600.

Item number(s)
1 roll 1-layer nonwoven PL.CP.01 (106785)

Classic Cleaning Cloth
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Non-Paint

Degreasing Wipes

Aquasite Cleaning Wipes

These Perfect Line Degreasing Wipes are lint-free, strong and solvent-resistant. An excellent 

cleaning effect thanks to their stiffness and absorbing capacity. The cloths are 38 x 30 cm, 

aqua-blue in colour, packed per 250 pieces and can be used several times.

Item number(s)
250 pieces per box

High-quality Perfect Line Aquasite Cleaning Wipes measuring 30 cm x 45 cm in a box of 

100 pieces. To be used for degreasing and cleaning surfaces, body parts, etc. Lint-free. 

Recommendation: clean in combination with the Perfect Line Aqua Degreaser.

Item number(s)
100 wipes per box PL.AD.1 (100220)

PL.ONTVET (108966)

Wet Cloths

360 durable cleaning cloths open roll. Work best when moistened (e.g. in a bucket) with a 

cleaning agent of your choice. Recommendation: Perfect Line Aqua Degreaser. 6 rolls in a 

box.

Item number(s)
6 rolls per box PL.WETC.01 (100238)
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Non-Paint

Moist wipes in a bucket for the removal of heavy industrial dirt. Is gentle on the hands. The 

wipes are packed per 150 pieces in a closeable bucket.

Item number(s)
150 pieces per bucket PL.WW.01 (107648)

Wet Wipes
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Complete Sets

HS Primer Set

Quick Start Primer Set

VOC Clear Coat Set

Page 9

Page 11

Page 9

Page 14

Page 14

Page 15

Page 18

Page 18

Page 18

4

óf

Hardener

Mixing ratios

HS Primer Activator

Uni Thinner 

or

Uni Thinner SlowB

Hardener

Mixing ratios

Uni Thinner 

5

Quick Start Primer
Activator

or

Uni Thinner SlowB

4

Mixing ratios

VOC Activator

VOC Activator Fast

Uni Thinner

or

Uni Thinner Slow

Hardener(s)

B

Bor

Bor

Bor

Thinner(s)

Thinner(s)

Thinner(s)
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Complete Sets

MS Clear Coat Set (alleen voor retail)

Economic VOC Clear Coat Set

Quick Start Clear Coat Set

Page 11

Page 12

Page 11

Page 16

Page 16

Page 15

Page 18

Page 18

Page 18

or
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Mixing ratios

MS Activator

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

or

Uni Thinner SlowB
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Quick Start
Activator Slow

Mixing ratios

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

or

Uni Thinner SlowB
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Activator Slow
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Hardener(s)
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w

Uni Thinner

or
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Complete Sets

2K PU Topcoat High Gloss Set

or

Page 13 Page 17 Page 18

Bor B

Mixing ratios

2K PU Activator
High Solid

2K PU Activator

Hardener(s)

Uni Thinner

or

Uni Thinner SlowB

We reserve the right to make changes to the model, as well as printing and typesetting errors in this product catalogue. 

Thinner(s)
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